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Water based 
transparent varnish 
for  the protection of 
interior and exterior 
wooden surfaces. 
With U.V. Protection 
incorporated and 
fungicidal and 
germicidal action.

DESCRIPTION TRATAMIENTOS DE LA MADERA     

TRATAMIENTOS AL AGUA          

-Transparent primer or finishing coat for wood. Interior and exterior use.
-Recommended for any wood type to apply before painting or varnishing to prevent wood from the 
growing of  fungus andd harmul micro-organisms.
-Specially recommended for fungus and mildew prone environments.
-Specially formulated for the protection and maintenance of open pore water or solvent based varnished 
wood, without sanpapering previously.
-Apply as priming coat for MONTOXYL COLOR (Cód. 1300).
-Apply as priming coat for Barniz Sintetico Universal Mate (ref. 1350), Satinado (ref. 1360) o Brillante 
(ref. 1370).
-Apply as priming coat for Barniz Alta Montaña (ref. 1385).
-Apply as priming coat for Barniz Alta Velero ( (ref. 1380).
-For exteriors apply any of the varnishes previously mentioned.
-Exterior/interior surfaces can also be repainted and protected with: synthetic enamels (such as 
Montosintetic ref. 2020 or 2024) Marisma (ref. 2010, or 2014) Luxatin (ref. 2028), 
-Apply on doors, windows, frames, shutters, beams, country-like furniture or any other wooden surface.
-Can also be applied on chipboard, pine, teak, oak, mahogany, chesnut, walnut etc.

-Can be applied directlly on wood.
-Highly penetrating.
-Microporous and transpirable, due to its ultrafine particle dispersion content.
-Outstanding  exterior resistance to  U.V. Rays.
-Gives an open pore satin finish.
-Impregnates and deeply nourishes wood.
-Does not crack or form blisters or flaky wood.
-Maintains a smooth natural wooden finish with no change of colour.
-Gives a satin or country-like finish depending on the number of coats and wood type.
-Fungicidal and germicidal. Prevents the growing of fungus and harmful micro-organisms.
-Prevents wood from getting a bluish colour.
-No need for sandpapering.
-Should it be desired, can easily be sandpapered after drying.
-Can be easily applied by brush or roller.
-Can be dyed with either universal or water based dyestuffs.
-Flexible, medium hardness.
-Extremely good resistance to humidity and weather conditions.
-Does not yellow.
-Odourless once dry.

Nature: Modified acqueous acrylic resine.
Gloss: Satin (variable  depending on surfaces and number of coats).
Colours: Whitish when damp, becomes transparent once dry.
Pigments: pigment-free.
Specific gravity: (ASTM D-1475-90): 1,02 + 0,05 Kg./l.
Viscosity:  Cup Ford nº4(ASTM-D-1200-88):120 +15 seconds.
Approximate performance per coat: 10-16 m2/ l.
Drying:  (20º C HR: 60%):
     -To touch: 2-4 hours.
     -Total: 12-24 hours.

Thinner: water.
Tools/thinnning: (priming and finish).
     -Brush: base 10-30%
     -Roller: 10-30%
     -Aerographic spray gun: 10-30%
     -Low pressure turbo: 10-30%
     -Airless: 30-50% max.10-25%
     -Airmix: 30-50% max. 10-25%

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

Repainting (20º C, HR 60%): 12-24 hours.
Dying : Add 5% maximum  water based Montotinte or Universal or use our CROMISERVICE tinting 
system.
Cleaning: Water inmediately after use.

New wood
-Surface should be free of any foreing products or remains.
-Apply on wood with less than 20%   moisture content.
-Apply on wood in good condition,  dry and free of grease and dust.
-Sandpaper and eliminate  any remains in joints and mechanical faults.
-Old wood should be previously sandpapered and dust-free.

Painted or varnished surfaces:
-If they have been varnished with Montoxyl Color (ref. 1300), remove off foreign remains, or areas in bad 
condition, sandpaper slightly, brush any resulting dust and proceed as per new wood.
-If the have been varnished with close pore varnishes such as Barniz Sintetico Universal Mat (ref. 1350), 
Satinado (Ref. 1360 or Brillante (Ref. 1370),  Barniz Velero (ref. 1380), Barniz Alta Montaña (ref. 1385) 
or similar, apply a stripping product such as Quitamont Universal (ref. 3510) or use a mechanical 
system if any blisters or cracks have arisen and proceed as per new wood.  If surfaces are in good 
condition,  sandpaper slightly, brush any resulting dust and proceed as per new wood.
-If they have been varnished with cellulose or polyutherane based varnished, apply a stripping product 
such as Quitamont Universal (ref. 3510) or use a mechanical system and proceed as per new wood.
-If they have been painted with synthetic enamels (such as Montosintetic ref. 2020, 2024), Marisma (ref. 
2010, 2014), Luxatin (ref. 2028) or similar, apply a stripping product such as Quitamont Universal (ref. 
3510) or use a mechanical system and proceed as per new wood.

-Stir product completely.
-Only apply on clean and dry surfaces.
-Dilute product according to application system recommendations.
-Surface should be sandpapered previously to ensure good product penetration and  wood levelling.
-Keep room well ventilated while product is drying.
-Do not apply at high temperatures or on overheated surfaces exposed to sunshire.
-Do not apply when moisture content is over 80%.

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

SURFACE RESTORATION

APPLICATION

NEW  / OLD WOOD 
EXTERIORS

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

COD.1310/00/50/60/70/80/85/2
020/24/
28/10/14

Std:

Max:

NEW / OLD WOOD 
INTERIOR

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

COD.1310/00/50/60/70/80/85/2
020/24/
28/10/14

Std:

Max:

OPEN PORE/EXT 
VSAVARNISHED 
WOOD BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

COD.1310/00/50/60/70/80/85/2
020/24/
28/10/14

Std:

Max:

OPEN PORE / INT. 
VARNISHED WOOD

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

COD.1310/00/50/60/70/80/85/2
020/24/
28/10/14

Std:

Max:
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE

-Should exotic wood types be treated, remove off any trace of grease (usually with tricholoroethylene).
-Do not apply on wood surfaces showing any trace of resin exudates.
-Check that  wood is completely dry.
-Depending on required performance, maximum and minimum coat thickness must be kept.
-Areas seriously punished by atmospheric condition agents should be restored and the number of layers increased.
-Only apply on wood with less  than 20% moisture content.
-Apply suitable plaster or putty on any cracks or fissures.
-Should exterior horizontal surfaces need to be varnished, check their moisture content suitability.
-Any fungus or bacteries trace should be eliminated.
No sandpapering is necessary between coats but is advisable for certain wood types prone to raise hair.
-Due to the different existing types of wood: soft, hard, resine based or rather moistened, and their environment conditions, each 
type should be treated specifically, regarding its hardness, humidity level, drying etc.  Certain types of wood need several coats to 
protect and keep them in good condition.
-Do not apply on wet surfaces caused by cold temperatures at night or overheated to avoid reducing and affecting product results in 
the short and long term.
-Product shelf life: 24 months from manufacturing date, provided is kept in original closed container, in a dry room, at temperatures 
between 5º C and 35º C maximum.
-The current EEC marketing merchansing laws and regulations must be observed and carried out at all times.
-Under the current EEC laws and regulations, norms indicated in container must be observed and carried out at all times.

GENERAL INFORMATION

CLOSED PORE  
INT. VARNISHED /  
PAINTED  WOOD 
STRIP OLD COATS

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

COD.1310/00/50/60/70/80/85/2
020/24/
28/10/14

Std:

Max:

CLOSE PORE EXT. 
VARNISHED / 
PAINTED WOOD 
STRIP OLD COATS

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

BARNIZ LASSURE AL AGUA

COD.1310/00/50/60/70/80/85/2
020/24/
28/10/14

Std:

Max:
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